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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a pipelined architecture for a 16-point word-

serial R4SDF Fast Fourier Transform processor is pre-

sented. In this design, a pipelined complex multiplier which 

consists of pipelined real multipliers is used in order to in-

crease the speed of the processor. The architecture of 

R4SDF is itself pipelined, but it is further pipelined in this 

paper and is called a pipelined R4SDF. 

The evaluation of the b-bit word length design shows that a 

speed up of (b/3)+1 with respect to a nonpipelined design is 

achieved. The average Signal to Error Ratio of the designed 

R4SDF processor for a word length of 9 bits, b=9, is 30.70 

dB. The Speed Up for this word length is 4. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is a transform from 

the discrete time domain to the discrete frequency domain. 

The direct computation of the DFT includes multiplications 

of the order of
2N , where N is the length of the sequence. 

Cooley and Tukey in [1] present a design to reduce the com-

putational complexity to the order of )log( 2 NNO . Such 

DFT algorithms which are modified to have a higher speed 

are called the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Cooley-Tukey 

FFT (CTFFT) algorithm is a radix-2 algorithm. Structures 

proposed in [2] are also based on radix-2 algorithm and in-

clude an array processor, a column processor, and a Multi-

path Delay Commutator (MDC).  

A feedback based architecture which is similar to 

R2MDC, called Radix-2 Single-path Delay Feedback 

(R2SDF) is introduced in [3]. The feedback mechanism re-

duces delay elements with respect to the R2MDC. 

A radix-4 SDF (R4SDF) architecture which uses a COor-

dinate Rotation DIgital Computer (CORDIC) circuit, instead 

of a multiplier for twiddle factors, is introduced in [4]. An-

other R4SDF architecture is used and reported in [5]. 

FFT algorithms do not naturally interface with the sequential 

input data. To deal with this problem, two solutions are pre-

sented in [6]. These two solutions are adding the input delay 

stages before the first butterfly element, and using a fast real 

time processor. A new variant of Radix-4 Single-path Delay 

Commutator (R4SDC) processors is also introduced in [6]. 

The commutator structure is modified in order to reduce the 

memory size. 

A pipelined structure of a long (8192 points) complex 

FFT is implemented on the VLSI circuit [7]. The authors in 

[7] proposed some pipelined arithmetic parts in order to in-

crease the speed. A new internal scaling method is also used 

in that paper.  

A radix-4 modular and pipelined DFT algorithm is intro-

duced in [8]. Two N -point conventional pipelined FFT 

modules are combined to compute the N -point DFT. 

A brief review of the various architectures for the pipe-

lined FFT processors such as R2MDC and R4SDF are given 

in [9]. 

The MDC, SDC, and SDF architectures are inherently 

pipeline structures, based on Radix-x algorithms, x=2, 4, etc. 

Neither the pipeline architectures, nor the algorithms are lim-

ited to the above instances. For example a pipelined FFT 

processor based on the Prime-factor FFT Algorithm is intro-

duced in [10]. 

In this paper, a new architecture for R4SDF processor using 

the pipelined complex and real multipliers is presented. The 

architecture of R4SDF is itself pipelined, but it is further 

pipelined in this paper and therefore is called pipelined 

R4SDF. The algorithm for a 16-point R4SDF processor is 

described in section 2. The new design of architecture for 

implementation of this algorithm is presented in section 3. 

The evaluation of the design is given in the section 4. The 

conclusion is presented in section 5. 

2. ALGORITHM FOR A 16-POINT R4SDF  

The DFT is defined in [1], [11], [12] as 
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Where ][nx  is the time sequence, and ][KX  is the fre-

quency sequence. N  is the length of the sequence. The vari-

ables n  and K  are the time and the frequency indices, re-

spectively. The NW  is defined as )/2exp( NjWN  .  

The radix-4 algorithm, which is used in the R4SDF archi-

tecture, is applicable on a sequence that its length, N , is a 

power of 4. In this paper N  is chosen to be 16,  
2416 N .  

With the index mapping schemes given in (2) and (3), n

is mapped to 1n  and 2n ; and K  is mapped to 1K  and 2K . 

The index mappings on the time index, n , in (2), and on the 

frequency index, K , in (3), are the same. 
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124 nnn  , 1...,,1,0  Nn , for 

3,2,1,0, 21 nn  
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By using the index mappings of (2) and (3), equation (1) 

reformulates to (4). 
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When 16N , for 3,2,1,01 K ; equation (4) is re-

written as four sets of equations, which lead to a matrix form 

as (5). 

 

(5) 

where 4F , the operator matrix which represents a 4-point 

DFT, is 
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The " a " array is 

 

(8) 

Equations (8), (7), and (5) show that it is possible to perform 

a DFT in three steps [12]. These steps are in order and serial 

in time; i.e. the first step is (8), the second step is (7), and 

the last step is (5). The output values of this algorithm are in 

the bit-reversed order. 

The above procedure to extract R4SDF algorithm for a 

16-point transform is applicable for any DFT with a length of 

4 to the power of p. In this case, for p greater than 2, there 

will be more 4-point DFTs and Twiddle factor multiplica-

tions in the final algorithm. 

3. DESIGN OF A PIPELINED R4SDF 

A 16-point R4SDF processor consists of two Butterfly units, 

a Multiplier unit and some register banks, organized in three 

steps [9], as shown in Figure 1. In this figure, there are six 

register banks. Each register bank in step-1 contains four 

registers, and in step-3 contains one register. The Butterfly 

units and the Multiplier unit are the processing units of the 

architecture. 

The bottleneck of this pipelined processor is the Multi-

plier unit. In this paper, a pipelined multiplier, instead of a 

nonpipelined multiplier, is proposed In order to solve the 

bottleneck problem and to increase the total speed of the FFT 

processor. 

3.1 Design of the step-1 

As shown in Figure 1, the step-1 includes a Butterfly unit and 

three register banks. The Butterfly unit includes a 4-point 

butterfly and four multiplexers as shown in Figure 2. The 

three inputs, to the Butterfly unit are the outputs of three reg-

ister banks. The remaining input is the processor's input. The 

three outputs, of the Butterfly unit are fed back into the three 

register banks. The forth output is the input of the Multiplier 

unit. The 'Sel' is a one bit input of the Butterfly unit to select 

its mode of operation. 

The Butterfly unit has two operational modes, selected by 

the 'Sel' signal, see Figure 2. In the first mode, the Butterfly 

unit passes the inputs to the outputs. In the second mode, the 

Butterfly unit passes the DFTs of the inputs. 

The register banks, always, save the three outputs of the 

Butterfly unit. There are four registers in each register bank, 

which compose a shift register. 

3.2 Design of a Pipelined Complex Multiplier using Pi-

pelined Real Multipliers 

The complex multiplier is designed based on the following 

reformulated expansion [13] 
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WhereWr  and the Wi  are the real and the imaginary parts 

of the NW , respectively. The  Wd  and Ws  are the differ-

ence and the sum of the imaginary and the real parts of NW . 

WrWiWd   (10) 

WrWiWs   (11) 

For each NW  instead of saving two real values, Wr  and 

Wi , three real values, Wr , Wd , and Ws  are saved in the 

memory. The block diagram of this modified complex multi-

plier based on (9) is shown in Figure 3. 

The direct design of a complex multiplier includes four 

real multipliers and two real adders. By using this modified 

design, instead of the direct design, the number of the real 

multipliers reduces to three, and the number of the real ad-

ders increases to three. Since the real multiplier is larger than 

the adder, the modified design is smaller than the direct de-

sign. Therefore, the modified complex multiplier [13] is used 

in this paper. 

The Multiplier unit has the greatest delay time among the 

parts of the processor. The Multiplier unit is pipelined in 

order to increase the speed of the R4SDF processor. 

The complex multiplier is pipelined as shown in Figure 4. 

This architecture has three steps. In this complex multiplier, 
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the Sign Magnitude (SM) values of the rx , ix , and ri xx   

are used by the real multipliers. The Two's Complement 

(TC) to SM converter unit, called conv, is used to convert TC 

input numbers to SM numbers. The initial adder and TC to 

SM converters are in step-1. In step-2, three real multiplica-

tions are performed on the magnitudes only. Each real multi-

plier, mult, also passes its inputs to the outputs. 

In step-3, the inputs passed by the mult are used to form 

the sign of the product by using an XOR gate. This sign is 

used to convert back the results into TC value, by using the 

conv unit. Multiplication of "m" by -1, as shown in Figure 3, 

is done by enabling/disabling the conv, just before the final 

additions. The trivial multiplication by –j is performed by 

changing the sign of the real part of input and by exchanging 

the real and the imaginary parts. For the trivial multiplication 

by 1, input is passed to output. 

The design of a radix-4 FFT processor, Figure 1, using a 

pipelined complex multiplier, Figure 4, reduces the clock 

pulse period time. However, the bottleneck still is on the real 

multiplier of this complex multiplier. To overcome this prob-

lem, the real multiplier, mult, is also designed in a pipelined 

manner using the successive additions technique. 

In the successive additions, the multiplier adds the partial 

products to form the final product. The block diagram of a 

pipelined real multiplier is shown in Figure 5. This structure 

contains Partial Product adders, arrays of AND gates which 

are called AAND units, and registers. A Partial Product Ad-

der includes an AAND unit and a real adder, Figure 5(b). The 

AAND unit consists of b AND gates, Figure 5(c). The pa-

rameter b is the word length of the processor. 

In the proposed multipliers, following each addition, the 

least significant bit is omitted to keep the word length con-

stant throughout the multiplier. 

3.3 Design of the step-3 

The step-3 is similar to the step-1 except that each register 

bank includes only one register. The control signals of the 

step-1 and the step-3 are also different. 

4. THE EVALUATION OF THE DESIGN 

4.1 The speed up evaluation 

The R4SDF structure presented in [9] has three steps with a 

nonpipelined complex multiplier, Figure 1. The delay of the 

butterfly unit is t(B)=t(c)+2×t(a), where t(c) is the delay of 

the conv unit, and t(a) is the delay of the real adder. Since 

t(c)≈ t(a), the unit delay is defined as t(U)=t(c)=t(a), there-

fore, t(B)=3t(U). As shown in Figure 3, the delay of the 

complex multiplier using successive adders in its real multi-

pliers leads to a delay time of 

t(CM)=2×t(c)+(b+1)×t(a)=(b+3)×t(U). The parameter b is 

the processor's word length. Figure 4 and Figure 5, excluding 

registers, show the details of this calculation. 

In the conventional R4SDF, the complex multiplier in 

step-2 has the maximum delay time with respect to the other 

steps. Therefore, the total delay time of the conventional 

R4SDF processor for m inputs, is t0=(m+15)×t(CM) or 

t0=(m+15)(b+3)×t(U). (12) 

The pipelined R4SDF processor proposed in this paper 

has a pipelined complex multiplier, Figure 4, in which the 

real multipliers are also pipelined, Figure 5. The maximum 

delay time of the pipelined complex multiplier is 

t(PCM)=2t(U), and the delay time of the butterfly unit, 3t(U), 

is dominant. Total number of clock cycles for m DFT opera-

tions is the number of cycles needed in the non-piplined de-

sign (m+15) in addition to the clock cycles required by the 

pipelined complex multiplier which is (b+1). The required 

clock cycles by the complex multiplier consist of the required 

clock cycles by the real multiplier shown in Figure 5(a), 

which is equal to (b-1), plus two cycles for the step-1 and 

step-3 of complex multiplier, as shown in Figure 4. There-

fore, the total delay time of the proposed pipelined R4SDF is  

t1 = (m + 15 + b + 1) × maximum_delay_time 

= (m + b + 16) × t(B) 

= (m + b + 16) × 3t(U). 

(13) 

 

Figure 1 – Computation steps of radix-4 DFT 

 

Figure 2 – Internal structure of a Butterfly unit. 

 

Figure 3 – Internal block diagram of a complex multiplier (3 real 

adders and 3 real multipliers). 
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The Speed Up (SU) [14] is defined as 

pipeliningafterdelayTotal

pipeliningbeforedelayTotal
SU . (14) 

The SU of the proposed design with respect to the con-

ventional design [9] is the ratio of (12) to (13). 

)4833()4515)3((

10





bmbmb

ttSU
 (15) 

The speed up with respect to m is shown in Figure 6. As 

indicated by Equation 15, For the large number of inputs, 

bm  , the SU of the proposed design converges to 

 

Figure 4 – Block diagram of a pipelined complex multiplier using real multipliers, mults. 

 

Figure 5 – Block diagram of a pipelined real multiplier, mult, using successive additions. (a) Pipelined real multiplier using Partial 

Product Adders and AAND units. (b) Internal structure of Partial Product Adders. (c) Internal structure of an AAND unit. 
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1)3/(  bSU . (16) 

SU is proportional to the value of b. However with the 

increase of b, due to increased delays of Partial Product Ad-

ders in the multiplier, shown in Figure 5, the overall working 

frequency is decreased. 

4.2 The precision evaluation 

Signal to Error Ratio (SER) is considered as a measure of 

precision [7]. SER is defined in dB as 

 
k kk k eXSER 22log10 . (17) 

Where kX s are elements of the original Fourier trans-

form and ke s are elements of the error vector. A 9-bit word 

length, b=9, design is simulated for four types of inputs, in-

cluding real random test sequences, real sine test sequences 

with different frequencies, complex random test sequences, 

and complex sine test sequences with different frequencies. 

Average SERs resulted from four above situations are 27.29, 

31.38, 30.57, and 33.45 dB, respectively. 

Althghou the proposed architecture has an speed of 

(b/3)+1 compared to the conventional design, it has no effect 

on the SER criterion. The SER of the both designs depends 

on the word length of intermediate circuitry. Since the word 

length is unchaged, the SER of the pipelined and the conven-

tional designs are equal. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a new pipelined architecture for a 16-point 

R4SDF processor is presented. This structure sets up a pipe-

lined complex multiplier between the two main steps of the 

design. The modified design of the complex multiplier [13], 

which includes three real multipliers and three real adders, is 

used to reduce the number of the real multipliers. In this pa-

per, these real multipliers are also pipelined in order to 

achieve better performance out of the processor. The archi-

tecture of R4SDF is itself pipelined, but it is further pipelined 

in this paper and is called a pipelined R4SDF processor. 

The Speed Up of the pipelined R4SDF processor with 

respect to a processor employing a nonpipelined multiplier is 

(b/3)+1. The variable b is the word length of the processor. 

For example, for a 9-bit word length, b=9, the proposed pipe-

lined processor is four times faster than the conventional 

design. The overall Signal to Error Ratio (SER) of the proc-

essor for b=9 is 30.70 dB. 
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Figure 6 – The Speed Up of the proposed architecture versus 

number of successive DFT computations, m, for different word 

lengths, b. 
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